Web designers and web users: Influence of the ergonomic quality of the web site on the information search
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Abstract

Despite rapid growth in the number of web sites, there is still a significant number of ergonomic problems which hinder web users. Many studies focus on analysing cognitive processes and difficulties experienced by web users, but very few are interested in web designers’ difficulties or in comparing their respective activities. Towards this end, the two experimental studies presented in this article compare the strategies developed both by professional web designers and (novice vs. experienced) web users while searching for information on web sites of varying ergonomic quality. More precisely, we investigated whether web designers can effectively use their own strategies as web users when designing web sites. We presented a comparison of novice web users, experienced web users and professional web designers searching behavior and cognitive load when using ergonomic and non-ergonomic web sites. In addition, we asked web designers to predict the strategy used by novice web users. Based on the results obtained in the two experiments, we conclude that web designers are not able to predict strategies of novice users and do not behave like novice users. Consequently, ways for supporting web designers in developing a user-centered activity are necessary, and certain ways are suggested at the end of this article.
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1. Introduction

Koenemann and Belkin (1996) have signaled a dramatic increase in the number of information sources that have become available to an exponentially growing number of users with very little training in searching for information in such systems. Pirolli and Card (1999) have underlined the fact that the quantity of web pages doubles every year. In more recent years, this trend has continued to increase, and e-commerce sites are contributing to this rapid growth (Forrester, 2002; Richard and Chandra, 2005; Wang and Emurian, 2005). The facility with which a large public can be reached in a short time partially explains this interest in web sites. Nevertheless, they are still considered as difficult to use and to access (Lee, 1999; Mc Crickard, 2001; Teo et al., 2003; Bhatt, 2004; Ling and van Schaik, 2006; Stronge et al., in press). Given this rapid growth in number, web sites are constantly in competition. Consequently, they have to be precise, concise and rapid, since web users, having more choice than ever, will not waste time on web sites which are confusing, too slow and not well adapted to users’ needs (Helander and Khalid, 2000; Wang and Emurian, 2005). Therefore, the implementation of an organized and intuitive navigational system is critical to user success, especially in web navigation, because users see individual sites as subsets within their overall Internet experience, and users frequently are unaware they have left a specific site (Spool et al., 1999; Nielsen, 2000; McEneaney, 2001).

In order to determine precisely the problems and cognitive difficulties that web users experience, more and more researchers study the cognitive processes involved and difficulties experienced by users when navigating the Web (see, e.g. Rouet and Tricot, 1998; Navarro-Prieto...
et al., 1999; Pearson and van Schaik, 2003; Rouet, 2003; Pratt et al., 2004). Findings about users’ cognitive functioning have ergonomic implications for designers (see, e.g., Hong et al., 2004; Oulasvirta, 2004) and for the creation of guidelines and checklists (see, e.g., Bastien et al., 1999; Spool et al., 1999; van Duyne et al., 2002; Ozok and Salvendy, 2004). Nevertheless, we also assert that understanding designers’ activities and identifying the difficulties that designers experience are essential to improving the ergonomic quality of web sites. More precisely, research on users’ and designers’ cognitive activities must be conducted jointly to help designers concretely and efficiently consider future users’ needs when designing web sites. In this paper, we assert that determining differences between designers and users while navigating will clarify the reasons why designers cannot sufficiently take into account users’ needs when creating web sites. The question of designers’ and users’ differences have been largely ignored, except one recent article by Park et al. (2004) has examined users’ esthetical preferences. In order to address the research needs in this area, we present in this article two experiments conducted with novice web users, experienced web users and professional web designers involved in information search tasks. These experiments aim to compare the search strategies and cognitive resources that (novice vs. experienced) users and professional designers employ while searching for information according to the ergonomic quality of the site (a site with ergonomic problems vs. a site incorporating ergonomic recommendations).

The following section provides an overview of information search activity and cognitive load. Sections 3 and 4 present the two experimental studies. The results obtained are discussed in Section 5. Suggestions to help web designers’ activities are presented in Section 6.

2. Searching for information in e-documents: processes and cognitive load

The first models of information searching described this activity as cyclical, i.e. the individual defines a (cognitive) goal, selects an information category, extracts information and integrates it into previous extracted information; the individual begins this cycle over and over again until s/he reaches her/his search goal (Guthrie and Mosenthal, 1987; Guthrie, 1988; Drehcr, 1992; Armbruster and Armstrong, 1993). These models do not explain why users fail when searching for information. Rouet and Tricot (1996, 1998) defined a more complete cognitive model that includes different factors involved in this cognitive activity, such as the degree of precision of the user’s objective (vague vs. precise), the extraction of unique or various sources of information and the experience of users. This model is close to those used for searching in electronic information systems proposed by Marchionini et al. (1993) and Shneiderman et al. (1998). There is one major difference however: The latter models did not consider, for instance, the specific differences between the World Wide Web and bibliographical database systems.

The model developed by Rouet and Tricot proposes an information search activity which is both cyclical (like Guthrie’s model, 1988), and similar to text comprehension, problem-solving and decision-making activities. More precisely, their model involved three phases:

(1) The evaluation phase consists in determining whether, at an instance in time, available information is relevant regarding the goal to be reached. Three situations are possible: information perfectly fits the individual’s goal representation, so the search activity is over. The information is partially relevant to the search task; the individual has to evaluate the gap between her/his goal and selected information, and, if required, has to begin a new cycle by defining new criteria. Third, the information is not quite relevant to the goal representation; the individual has to revise or reevaluate the search information task and to begin a new cycle. Consequently, if necessary, the individual changes her/his goal representation in order to make it more accurate with precise information to be found.

(2) In the selection phase, the individual has both to maintain the goal representation, previously selected information, as well as information currently in working memory. This phase allows the individual to evaluate an information set which is considered to be the most accurate of all of the available information.

(3) During the processing phase, the individual tries to understand the information set by taking into account its particularities (such as verbal and visual information, animations or sounds).

Furthermore, according to Rouet and Tricot (1996, 1998), three processes supervise and manage information search activity: planning, control and regulation. During the planning process, the individual determines a strategy to reach relevant information. The elaborated plan may be coherent and stable or ineffective, according to whether the individual has relevant knowledge for finding information or not. The control process allows the individual to evaluate the relevance of the information found during the selection phase. Finally, the regulation process allows the individual to make decisions during the information search, and if the result is not satisfactory, to modify her/his goal representation or different strategies in order to improve her/his information search activity.

Consequently, we can assert that searching for information is a particularly complex cognitive activity that involves many cognitive resources. The cognitive load of individuals may vary according to the experience and the presentation of information, as described below.

Cognitive load is usually evaluated according to the quantity of information to be memorized and the amount of processes involved to perform the task (Hoc, 1988; Paas and van Merriënboer, 1994). Two aspects are
Theory, we hypothesize that the ergonomic quality of presentation of information in web sites will also influence the search for information and increase the cognitive load of individuals. In order to test this hypothesis we conducted two experimental studies.

3. Experiment 1

3.1. Research problem and objectives

Studies show that designers have tried to understand and consider users’ needs, but that they have experienced important difficulties (Card et al., 1983; Olson and Olson, 2003). In web site design, these results may seem surprising, as one particularity of web site design is that designers are also web users, which is not the case in most design situations (e.g., design of aerospace products). Nevertheless, previous studies have shown that web sites do not fit the users’ needs (Chevalier and Ivory, 2003; Chevalier, 2004). So, how can we explain why designers, who are also web users, develop sites which are difficult to use? Among the hypotheses suggested, we argue that even if designers are also web users, they are not novices; on the contrary, with practice, they have become expert users. Thus, designers have acquired procedures related to navigation on the Web that they automatically apply without requiring many cognitive resources; this is not the case for users, particularly for novice users who occasionally navigate the Web. Consequently, do professional designers experience the same difficulties as users (in particular novice users) when searching for information? Do designers develop an information search activity in the same way as novice or experienced users? We hypothesize that professional designers will experience few difficulties and will have a lower cognitive load than users (particularly novice users), especially with the non-ergonomic web site. To provide answers to these questions and to test these hypotheses, two experimental studies are presented in this paper. The first experiment aims at determining whether ergonomic problems identified by designers and users in an exploration task actually hinder their information search activities and thus lead them to develop different search strategies. Towards this end, two versions of the same web site were created: one site had ergonomic problems whereas the other site was in line with ergonomic recommendations. More precisely, the first experiment aims at examining the following aspects according to the web site version and the participant’s experience (novice and experienced users vs. professional designers):

- The time necessary to find information.
- The number of steps (i.e. the number of hyperlinks visited by the participants) required to find information.
- The amount of cognitive resources involved in finding information.
- The participants’ usability satisfaction with regard to the visited site.
3.2. Hypotheses

Hypotheses were grouped according to the two experimental factors: experience of the participants and the ergonomic quality of the web site.

Hypothesis 1. Effect of the experience.

Experts are different from novices because they automatically activate accurate knowledge stored in their long-term memory (or mental schemata, see Barlett, 1932; Rumelhart, 1978; Sweller, 1988) to perform the task at hand. Consequently, the time necessary to find information, the number of visited hyperlinks and the amount of cognitive load should decrease as participants’ experience increases. In addition, because novice users do not navigate the web as regularly as experienced users and professional designers, novice users should be less critical than others. Thus, usability level of satisfaction should decrease as experience increases.

Hypothesis 2. Effect of the ergonomic quality of the site.

According to Rouet and Tricot (1996, 1998), the individual has to maintain an initial goal in working memory, along with search criteria and information acquired during the search activity. When information presentation increasingly adapted to the users’ cognitive capacities, the extraneous cognitive load is reduced (van Merriënboer and Sweller, 2005). Therefore, the time required and the number of visited hyperlinks to find information as well as the amount of cognitive load should be lower when participants perform the information search task on the ergonomic site than on the non-ergonomic site. Recall that the ergonomic site was created to fit users’ cognitive needs. Thus, participants navigating the ergonomic site should be more satisfied than participants navigating the non-ergonomic site.

3.3. Study participants

Forty web users (students at the University of Paris X) and sixteen web designers participated in this study:

- Twenty experienced web users: Following Hölscher and Strube (2000), a user was considered as experienced when s/he used the Web at least for 1 h/day (this criterion could be compensated if s/he indicated using the Web several times a day for at least a quarter of an hour per connection). All of the experienced users had from 3 to 4 years of intensive experience with the Internet and used all of the functionalities (mailbox, various search tools, forums, etc.). Experienced users navigated the Internet with a high-speed link. Average age: 24-year old.
- Twenty novice web users, who used the Web occasionally to search for information (about once a month) and checked their e-mails. Most of them only had an Internet connection at their university. Average age: 23-year old.
- Sixteen professional web designers, who had created web sites within companies for about 6 years. These designers were specialized in designing e-commerce sites. They used the Internet every day for work and for pleasure. Average age: 32-year old.

The participants used either the ergonomic web site or the non-ergonomic site (see Table 1).

3.4. Experimental design

3.4.1. Cognitive load measurements

In the domain of e-documents, various methods are used to measure cognitive load (for a review, see Paas et al., 2003): such methods include physiological techniques (e.g. measuring of electro-cortical activity), rating scale techniques (e.g. questionnaires), performance and the dual task technique (used since 1967 by Kalsbeek and Sykes).

For the two experiments presented here, we chose the last method, i.e. the dual task technique. This technique is an on-line method used to measure cognitive resources which are still available in the individual’s working memory to perform a task at an instant in time. The idea underlying the dual task paradigm is that residual capacity (i.e. capacity not used to perform the main task) can be used to perform a secondary task. While the individual is performing a task, s/he has to react as fast as possible to visual or auditory signals (mostly auditory signals), often by clicking with a mouse. The time necessary to answer auditory signals reflects the amount of cognitive resources allocated to the main task. This technique has been used by many authors in various domains such as text writing or design, and it is used more and more today (see, e.g., Kellogg, 1987, 1994; Levy and Ransdell, 1995; Marcus et al., 1996; Sweller, 1999; van Gerven et al., 2002; Bonnardel and Piolat, 2003; Brünken et al., 2003) because it is a reliable technique, and because it takes into account cognitive load fluctuations.

Nevertheless, methodological concerns have been expressed about the dual task technique (see Fisk et al., 1986–1987); the main reservations center on the fact that auditory signals may hinder the individual’s activity. In text writing, writers admit that they are hindered by auditory interruptions (especially if the probes are frequent); however, the quality of their writing is not affected.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Site version</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ergonomic web site</td>
<td>Non-ergonomic web site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice users</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced users</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional designers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is true only if the writer must consider auditory signals as a secondary task (see Levy and Ransdell, 1995; Piolat et al., 2001). Writers succeed in performing a cognitive tradeoff in cognitive resources management and produce a text whose quality is preserved. On the other hand, if the dual task is considered as the main task, the individual’s activity is hindered (Kalsbeek and Sykes, 1967; Leplat, 1997; Richard, 1997; Spérandio, 1988). Accordingly, the use of the dual task technique brings to light two important methodological points (applied in our two experiments):

1. The choice of the accurate probe. For the two experiments, a pilot study allowed us to identify the optimal probe interval to measure the majority of the participants’ actions (for our two studies, probes varied from 3 to 15 s).

2. It is important to inform participants of these signals and insist on the fact that the main task remains information search despite auditory signals.

3.4.2. Experimental task and data analysis

The experiment was divided into the three following stages:

Stage 1: Before starting the information search task, the participants were trained to respond to thirty auditory signals from Tholos software to determine their baseline reaction times (the description of Tholos is presented in Appendix A).

Stage 2: The participants had to search individually for information in order to answer three questions, presented successively, by counterbalancing the order of the question presentation (see Appendix C for instructions and questions). These questions had only one correct answer. For each question, the participants had to start from the homepage. All of the participants used the same personal computer. The navigation activities of the participants (visited pages, changing pages, etc.) were recorded using Find-out® (Applied Logic Corporation). The time required to find the targeted information was calculated from the moment the participant saw the homepage to the moment s/he said s/he had found the information.

While searching for the information, the participant had to react to auditory signals (from Tholos) by pressing a pedal with her/his foot (her/his hands remained free to use the computer). This made it possible to determine an average reaction time (in ms). The participant’s baseline reaction times measured during the training phase (first stage) was subtracted from the reaction times measured during the experimental task (information search task), thus providing “reaction time interference scores”. As already noted, such scores allowed us to measure the participants’ cognitive resources: the greater the reaction time, the more cognitive resources were involved. The instructions and the experimental procedure are detailed in Appendix C.

As indicated, two versions of the same web site were created:

1. The ergonomic site was composed of eighteen pages, which were hyperlinked in such a manner that participants could navigate the site. Eight graduate students in cognitive psychology and ergonomics at the University of Paris X evaluated it. These students used two methods: the cognitive walkthrough method (Blackmon et al., 2002) and an evaluation of conformity to the ergonomic recommendations as defined by Bastien et al. (1999) and Nielsen (2000).

2. The non-ergonomic site included the main ergonomic problems identified by designers and users in a previous study (see Chevalier, 2005). This site was also composed of 18 pages. The web pages were hyperlinked in such a way that participants could navigate the site. Each page included the same number of ergonomic problems, i.e. 14 problems per page (see Figs. 1–3 for examples of the web pages, and Appendix B for the distribution of the ergonomic problems in the non-ergonomic site).

These two web sites presented the same e-shop selling music products (CDs, show tickets, etc.). We chose an e-commerce site selling music since those products are bought by many people on-line and do not require specific knowledge linked to the site content.

To respect the ergonomic recommendations and to compare the search time between the two sites, two steps (or two hyperlinks) were necessary to find the three correct answers. These three questions allowed the participants using the non-ergonomic site to be confronted with all of the ergonomic problems at least once if they used the optimal path for finding answers.

Stage 3: After searching for information, the participants had to freely navigate the site and then answer a usability satisfaction questionnaire without time limits (this questionnaire was inspired by the Web Site Analysis and MeasureMent Inventory developed by Kirakowski et al., 1998). Our questionnaire included seventeen affirmations (see Appendix D) about which the participants had to indicate the degree to which they agreed on a 5-point-scale; the more the participant evaluated the site as satisfactory, the closer to 5 the grade was.

3.5. Results

Results are presented in the following order: search time and number of steps (Section 3.5.1.), cognitive load (Section 3.5.2) and usability satisfaction (Section 3.5.2).

3.5.1. Time required and number of steps for answering questions

3.5.1.1. Time for answering questions. All of the participants succeeded in finding the three correct answers.
There was a significant effect of participants’ experience on the time needed to find answers ($F(2,50) = 13.756; \ p < .0001$; see Table 2): experienced users required less time than novice users ($p < .0001$) and professional designers ($p < .0001$). But, surprisingly, there was no significant difference between novice users and professional designers. These results are not exactly in accordance with Hypothesis 1.

In accordance with Hypothesis 2, all of the participants who used the non-ergonomic site spent more time searching for information than the participants who used the ergonomic site ($F(1,53) = 37.684; \ p < .0001$; see Table 2).

3.5.1.2. Steps for answering questions. Recall that the optimal number of steps was the same for the two sites.

In accordance with Hypothesis 1, the number of visited hyperlinks decreased as expertise increased ($F(2,50) = 24.385; \ p < .0001$): novice users made significantly more steps than experienced users ($p < .005$) and than designers ($p < .001$). There was no significant difference between experienced users and professional designers ($p > .1$).

The non-ergonomic site required a higher number of steps compared to the ergonomic site ($F(1,50) = 33.562; \ p < .001$; see Table 2), in accordance with Hypothesis 2. More precisely, there was a significant difference between novice users and experienced users depending on the site version ($p < .001$ and $p < .01$), but no significant difference appeared for professional designers.

3.5.2. Cognitive load

Cognitive resources were measured using Tholos software (detailed in Appendix A).

Hypothesis 1 was not verified since we noticed no significant difference in the cognitive resources used by the participants ($F(2,50) = .295; \ p > .1$; see Table 3). No
significant difference between participants due to their levels of experience appeared.

Contrary to Hypothesis 2, the ergonomic site required more cognitive resources than the non-ergonomic site, but only for the users ($F(1,36) = 6.09; p < .05$; see Table 3); no significant difference appeared for professional designers.

### 3.5.3. Usability satisfaction for the two web sites

The questionnaire presented seventeen affirmations. Participants had to indicate for these affirmations the extent to which they agreed on a 5-point scale, ranging from (1) “I completely disagree” to (5) “I completely agree”. The more satisfied a participant was, the closer to 5 the evaluation was (for the questions, see Appendix D).

In accordance with Hypothesis 1, usability satisfaction decreased as expertise increased ($F(2,50) = 4.097; p < .05$; see Table 4): designers were less satisfied than experienced users ($p < .02$) and than novice users ($p < .02$), but there was no significant difference between novice and experienced users ($p > .1$).

In accordance with Hypothesis 2, the ergonomic site obtained a significantly higher score than the non-ergonomic site for all of the participants ($F(1,50) = 8.832; p < .005$; see Table 4).

### 3.6. Discussion

Here, we discuss the findings that led us to carry out experiment 2. All of the main results will be discussed in the general discussion (Section 5).

First, a surprising and interesting result appeared for professional designers: they did not find the answers significantly faster than novice users, although designers visited fewer hyperlinks than novice users. To explain this result, we hypothesize that the professional designers will not use the web interface in the same way as novice users. In their professional activities, before developing a site, designers analyse existing web sites from the same field with a critical eye. In this experiment, professional designers may have thoroughly explored the opened web pages in addition to their information search activities. On the other hand, because of their lack of understanding, the novice users may have rapidly compromised themselves by using hyperlinks and opening new pages without examining opened web pages. This hypothesis is tested in experiment 2.

Second, even though all of the users using the ergonomic site found information faster than users using the non-ergonomic site (by clicking on fewer hyperlinks and by evaluating it as globally more satisfying), they used more cognitive resources while navigating the ergonomic site than the non-ergonomic site. This result is particularly surprising, since on the non-ergonomic site irrelevant elements were introduced which may have distracted users, and, for the less experienced among them, may have overloaded working memories (Sweller, 1988, 1999). In this study, users may not have been able to ignore and inhibit irrelevant elements present on the web pages of the non-ergonomic site. So, web users who used the non-ergonomic site, especially the novices, may have...
experienced difficulties in successfully and quickly selecting relevant elements to answer questions. This may have generated difficulties both for planning their future actions, evaluating what hyperlink to open and more generally anticipating their activities (according to the Rouet and Tricot model). Thus, they may have clicked on more hyperlinks, spent more time searching and tried to find information through trial and error (strategy traditionally observed with novices in problem-solving, see Matlin, 1998; Chen et al., 2006). In the same way, distracting elements in web pages may have slowed down the information search (see Anderson et al., 1998); so users confronted with the non-ergonomic site may have experienced more difficulties focusing their attention on the task to be performed, and they may have used fewer cognitive resources than users experimenting the ergonomic site. This hypothesis is related to the Sweller model (1988, 1999), since the adapted presentation would allow and/or encourage the participant to focus attention on relevant information. This point is clarified in experiment 2 by determining more precisely whether irrelevant elements are actually difficult to inhibit for users, particularly for novice users. In experiment 2, we used part of Oulasvirta’s experimental procedure (2004) to evaluate the implicit memory of users and professional designers in order to determine if they try to understand all elements present on the site even if they are not relevant to their tasks.

Third, professional designers did not grade the non-ergonomic site as satisfactorily as users did; thus, it would seem that they were aware of the web site’s usability difficulties. Although they identified that the non-ergonomic web site was not easy to use, could they anticipate novice users’ activities and difficulties that novices might experience? Experiment 2 also aims at answering this question.

4. Experiment 2

4.1. Objectives and hypotheses

Based on the results obtained in experiment 1, three main questions were asked: how can it be explained that the non-ergonomic site required fewer cognitive resources than the ergonomic site? Why did professional designers significantly not take less time than novice users to find the correct answers, whereas professional designers opened up fewer hyperlinks than novice users? How can we explain that professional designers were less satisfied with the web sites (especially the non-ergonomic site) than users, whereas designers made ergonomic errors in their own web sites? To answer these questions, a second experiment was carried out wherein we tested the mental model of the visited web site built by professional designers and users. Towards this end, we instructed participants to remember page titles, content and hyperlinks seen in the visited web site. This procedure makes it possible to determine if users experience difficulties ignoring and inhibiting the irrelevant elements introduced into the non-ergonomic site, and more generally if participants build a coherent mental model of the site, even if they use the non-ergonomic site (for more details on this experimental procedure see Grey, 1990; Otter and Johnson, 2000; Oulasvirta, 2004). Moreover, we asked designers to anticipate the path that they thought novice users would follow to answer the same questions to which they found answers. This would enable us to determine the representation they have of novice users’ activities and to explain the difficulties they experience in creating web sites that fit users’ needs.

Furthermore, we hypothesized that professional designers and novice users would not use the site in the same way: designers would develop two activities, analysing and searching for information, whereas novice users would experience difficulties making decisions to go on with their activities. In order to test this hypothesis, we analysed in this second experiment the parts of the web interface used by participants, though the movements of the mouse.

More precisely, this second experiment aimed at determining the effects of the experience level of the participants and the ergonomic quality of the web site on:

- The time, the number of steps required to find information and the cognitive resources involved to find information (as in experiment 1).
- The number, the nature and the relevance of the recalled elements seen on web site to find information.
- The movements of the participants’ mouse on the screen to find information.
- The anticipation by professional designers of the novice users’ activities in the search for information.

Based on these objectives, we formulated the three following hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1.** Recalled elements.

In experiment 1, designers were aware of difficulties related to poor ergonomic navigation (results of the usability satisfaction questionnaire). Nevertheless, when they have to create web sites they introduce ergonomic errors (see Chevalier and Ivory, 2003; Chevalier, 2004). In order to explain these results, after searching for information, all of the participants had to remember elements seen on visited web pages. Given their experience of web navigation, professional designers and experienced users should chunk elements together (elements sharing similar properties or linked semantically, see Miller, 1956; Chase and Simon, 1973); so they should recall more elements from the web pages than novice users. Moreover, if irrelevant elements are actually difficult to inhibit and keep users from focusing attention on relevant elements for their search activities, the participants visiting the non-ergonomic site should remember more irrelevant elements than relevant ones compared to participants visiting the ergonomic site. In particular, novice users should experience more difficulties distinguishing relevant elements from
irrelevant elements than professional designers and experienced users.

**Hypothesis 2.** Movements of the mouse.
Professional designers would not use the web interface as novice users use it. Indeed, in their professional activities, before developing a site, designers analyse existing web sites from the same field. So, designers would develop two activities, i.e. analysing and searching, whereas novice users would rapidly compromise themselves by using hyperlinks and opening new pages. Thereby, designers should scan the whole web page for potential targets in order to build a coherent mental model of the site before clicking on a hyperlink; on the other hand, novice users should click on more hyperlinks without scanning the whole web page, and stop their activities to linearly read specific points (particularly texts) more often than professional designers and experienced users.

**Hypothesis 3.** Anticipation of novice users’ paths by professional designers.
With training, professional designers are become expert web users, so ergonomic problems introduced into the site would not be problematic for them, and they would not identify them on web sites. Consequently, they should experience difficulties anticipating and then describing the paths of novice users searching for information on the site. Moreover, designers should not be able to detach themselves from their own points of view, so they should describe the paths of novice users as being similar to their own (what van Duyne et al. called the ‘ego bias’—2002).

4.2. Study participants and procedure

Twenty web users (students at the University of Paris X) and eight web designers participated in this study. The same criteria as in experiment 1 (see Section 3.2) were used to choose participants:

- **Ten experienced web users:** Average age: 25-year old.
- **Ten novice web users:** Average age: 22-year old.
- **Eight professional web designers:** Average age: 29-year old.

Half of the participants were either confronted with the same ergonomic web site or with the same non-ergonomic site, as in experiment 1, and they used the same personal computer. The procedure was the same as in experiment 1 without free navigation. The second experiment utilized the incidental learning paradigm (see Oulasvirta, 2004): participants carried out navigational and content-related tasks not knowing that their memories were later tested.

In this experiment, after answering the same three questions, participants had to answer a questionnaire about their level of experience in using the Internet (the same as in experiment 1) in order to distract them before recalling elements seen in the visited web pages. Then, the experimenter instructed participants to recall elements seen on previous web pages by writing them on paper. At the end, the professional designers orally had to indicate the path they thought that novice web users would follow to answer questions (procedure inspired by Park et al.’s work regarding users’ aesthetic preferences—2004). The questions, the instructions and the experimental procedure are detailed in Appendix E. All of the mouse movements of the participants were recorded with a software of video capture and a camera in order to analyse them. In addition to the analyses carried out in experiment 1, we analysed movements of the mouse in web pages for all of the participants. This technique is often used to understand human movement, which is central to improving input devices and interaction techniques (Hwang et al., 2005). This technique provides accurate data about which region is being focused (see also Jansen et al., 2003). Moreover, Chen et al. (2003) showed a strong correlation between the movements of the mouse and the eye movements of participants navigating web sites.

4.3. Results

Search time, number of steps and cognitive load are presented in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.3.2., we present the elements recalled by participants (nature and number). Then, the movements of the mouse of the participants and the anticipation of the user’s path by designers are presented (Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4.).

4.3.1. Time, number of steps to find information and cognitive load

All of the participants succeeded in finding the correct answers (as in experiment 1). The statistical analyses showed results which were very similar to those obtained in experiment 1.

4.3.1.1. Time for answering questions. As in experiment 1 and surprisingly, the time was different according to the level of experience ($F(2,22) = 5.431; p < .02$; see Table 5): novice users needed more time than experienced users ($p < .04$) and professional designers ($p < .001$). There was no significant difference between novice users and professional designers ($p > .1$). The ergonomic site required less time to find information than the non-ergonomic site for all participants ($F(1,22) = 37.5; p < .0001$; see Table 5).

4.3.1.2. Steps for answering questions. The novice users required more steps than experienced users ($p < .3$) and designers ($p < .01$), but no significant difference appeared between designers and experienced users ($p > .1$). The non-ergonomic site required, on average, a higher number of steps than the ergonomic site ($F(1,22) = 18.555; p < .0003$; see Table 5). More precisely, the experienced users opened more hyperlinks while navigating the non-ergonomic site than the ergonomic site ($p < .04$), but there was no
4.3.1.3. Cognitive load. Recall that cognitive resources were measured using the dual task technique: as in experiment 1, when the participant is searching for information, s/he has to react as fast as possible to auditory signals (distributed by Tholos software, presented in Appendix A). The time (in ms) required to answer signals reflects the amount of cognitive resources allocated to the information search.

Results did not show any significant difference linked to experience level ($F(2,22) = 1.716; p > .1$). In contrast, we noted that the ergonomic site required, again for the users, a higher cognitive load than the non-ergonomic site ($F(1,22) = 6.683; p < .02$).

4.3.2. Elements recalled by participants

The recalled elements were grouped into three categories (following Oulasvirta, 2004): recall of web page titles, recall of web page content (elements such as images, color, etc.) and recall of hyperlinks.

4.3.2.1. Total of recalled elements. In accordance with Hypothesis 1, the level of experience had a significant effect on the mean number of recalled elements ($F(2,22) = 6.704; p < .006$; see Table 6): novice users recalled fewer elements than designers ($p < .002$) and experienced users ($p < .05$), but no significant difference appeared between designers and experienced users ($p < .1$). No significant difference appeared for the site ($F(1,22) = 2.2; p > .1$), contrary to Hypothesis 1. An interaction effect appeared between the level of experience and the site version ($F(2,22) = 3.396; p = .051$): experienced users recalled more elements while navigating the non-ergonomic site than the ergonomic site ($p < .005$). No significant difference appeared for designers or for novice users.

Moreover, a significant difference appeared between participants navigating the non-ergonomic site ($F(2,11) = 13.599; p < .002$): designers and experienced users recalled more elements than novices ($p < .0007$ and $p < .002$). These recalled elements were divided into the three categories, as just described.

4.3.2.2. Recalled page titles. There was a significant effect of experience level ($F(2,22) = 6.871; p < .005$; see Table 6): designers recalled more titles than experienced users ($p < .007$) and than novices ($p < .003$). There was no significant difference between novice users and experienced users ($p > .1$).

The participants who used the ergonomic site recalled more titles than the others ($F(1,22) = 12.142; p < .003$; see Table 6). In particular, experienced users and novice users recalled more titles while navigating the ergonomic site than the non-ergonomic site ($p < .02$ and $p < .006$). There was no significant difference for professional designers.

4.3.2.3. Recall of web page content. No significant difference appeared for the level of experience ($F(2,22) = 1.785; p > .1$) or for the site ($F(1,22) = 1.752; p > .1$). Especially, experienced users recalled more elements while navigating the non-ergonomic site than the ergonomic site ($p < .0004$), no significant difference appeared for the site ($F(2,22) = 1.725; p > .1$), contrary to the experience level ($F(1,22) = 1.752; p > .1$). Especially, experienced users recalled more elements while navigating the non-ergonomic site than the ergonomic site ($p < .0004$),
but no significant difference appeared for the novice users ($p > .1$) or for the professional designers ($p > .1$).

4.3.2.4. Recalled hyperlinks (images and/or texts). The level of experience had a significant effect on the total number of recalled hyperlinks ($F(2,22) = 9.505; p < .002$; see Table 6): designers and experienced users recalled more links than novices ($p < .0004$ and $p < .005$), but there was no significant difference between experienced users and designers ($p > .1$). The participants who used the non-ergonomic site recalled more hyperlinks than the others ($F(1,22) = 4.246; p = .051$; see Table 6). There was a significant difference for experienced users only ($p < .002$); novice users did not recall any hyperlink.

4.3.3. Relevance of recalled elements

We grouped recalled elements according to their relevance. Relevant elements concerned the elements that participants needed in order to answer three questions, such as hyperlinks, title pages. Irrelevant elements were elements that were considered as additional to necessary ones, such as advertisements, information not linked to the questions, animations, etc.

We noted significant differences in the proportion of relevant elements recalled by participants according to their level of experience ($F(2,22) = 5.426; p < .02$; see Table 7): designers and experienced users recalled more relevant elements than novices ($p < .01$ and .02), but there was no significant difference between professional designers and experienced users ($p > .1$).

In accordance with Hypothesis 1, participants using the ergonomic site recalled more relevant information than participants using the non-ergonomic site ($F(1,22) = 2.198; p < .03$). More precisely, experienced users as well as professional designers recalled more relevant elements than irrelevant elements regardless of the site version ($p < .0004$ and $p < .004$). On the other hand, novice users recalled more relevant elements while navigating the ergonomic site and more irrelevant elements while navigating the non-ergonomic site ($p < .05$).

4.3.4. Movements of the mouse

These analyses allowed us to identify the actions of the users and designers on the web site required to answer the three questions. We grouped movements of the mouse according to the four following activities:

- Looking at or looking for the navigational framework (i.e. the menu) at the top of the page: the ergonomic site had a navigational framework on every page whereas the non-ergonomic site did not. Consequently, the participant may have looked for this navigational framework on the non-ergonomic site.
- Linear reading: the participant linearly read part of a web page (without analysing the page entirely) as well as s/he would read a paper document. While reading, s/he displaced the mouse onto texts.
- Scanning of the whole page: the participant scanned the page when s/he went rapidly through the entire page before stopping to focus her/his attention on a specific point to read it. Here, the participant explored the web page before making her/his choice by clicking on a hyperlink.

We counted the total number of occurrences for these three activities for each participant. For instance, if a participant did some linear reading, then went to the navigational framework and went back to linear reading, three actions were taken into account.

4.3.4.1. Looking at/for the navigational framework. We noticed a significant effect of participants’ experience ($F(2, 22) = 4.582; p < .03$; see Table 8): designers used or looked for a navigational framework more often than novice users ($p < .007$), but no significant difference appeared between designers and experienced users, or between novice and experienced users ($p > .1$). There was no significant difference linked to the web site ($F(1,22) = 2.907; p > .1$). A significant interaction appeared between experience and site version ($F(2,22) = 8.007; p < .0002$): experienced users as well as designers used or looked for a navigational framework more often while navigating the non-ergonomic site than the ergonomic site ($p < .006$ and $p < .05$), whereas novice users used or looked for it more often while navigating the ergonomic site than the non-ergonomic site ($p < .008$).

4.3.4.2. Linear reading. The experience of the participants had a significant effect ($F(2,22) = 3.554; p < .05$): in
accordance with Hypothesis 2, novice users read more linearly than designers \((p < .05)\), but no significant difference appeared between designers and experienced users or between novice and experienced users \((p > .1)\). Participants navigating the non-ergonomic site read more often linearly than participants navigating the ergonomic site \((F(1,22) = 12.715; p < .002)\). An interaction effect appeared between the experience of the participants and the site version \((F(2,22) = 4.794; p < .02)\): experienced users read more linearly in the non-ergonomic site than in the ergonomic site \((p < .004)\), whereas no significant difference appeared for novice users or for designers \((p > .1)\).

### 4.3.4.3. Scanning of the whole web page

The experience of the participants had a significant effect \((F(2,22) = 18.698; p < .0001)\): designers and experienced users scanned the web pages more often than novice users \((p < .0001 \text{and } .001)\), but no significant difference appeared between designers and experienced users \((p > .1)\). No significant difference appeared for the site version \((F(1,22) = .42; p > .1)\).

### 4.3.5. Anticipation of novice user’s activity

After answering the three questions, the professional designers had to describe from the visited web site and explain the path they thought that users would follow to answer the same three questions to which they found answers.

Analyses showed two main important results:

- Seven designers out of the eight \((87.5\%)\) indicated that novice users, before making the decision to click on a hyperlink, would click on all of the provided hyperlinks on the interface one after the other. Once all of the hyperlinks were visited, they would click on the one they thought was the most appropriate with regard to their search task. Consequently, they would choose the correct hyperlink by trial and error in the order presented on the web interface. In this experiment, only two out of ten novice users \((20\%)\) actually adopted this strategy while navigating the non-ergonomic site.

- Once the accurate hyperlink was selected by novice users on the web page, designers indicated that novice users would follow the same path as designers. However, this was not the case, since novice users recorded more steps than designers, and so novice users did not use the web site as professional designers.

Consequently, and in accordance with Hypothesis 3, professional designers found it difficult to detach themselves from the their own viewpoints and to consider the user’s viewpoint.

## 5. General discussion

We discuss the results of the two experiments on both the role of the level of experience (Section 5.1) and the ergonomic quality of the site (Section 5.2).

### 5.1. The role of the level of experience

Results of these two experiments showed that the experienced users and professional designers developed closely related search activities (except for some results such as the time required to find information or the answers to the grades obtained in the questionnaire on usability satisfaction), whereas professional designers and novice users developed two different and unrelated search activities.

In the two experiments, search times for novice users were longer than for experienced users, regardless of the ergonomic quality of the site. These results were corroborated by the fact that novice users visited more hyperlinks, opened up more web pages and more often read web pages linearly than experienced users and professional designers. Moreover, novice users recalled fewer elements seen on visited web pages and more irrelevant ones than experienced users and professional designers. These results reflect understanding difficulties for novice users of the search task to be performed: they spent more time developing and using cognitive processes adapted to their information search activities, as shown by Hölscher and Strube \((2000)\) and Sweller \((1998, 1999)\). In addition, novice users, while navigating the non-ergonomic site, recalled more irrelevant elements than relevant elements. Novice users’ activities were guided by the structure and elements on the web pages, and so they were more affected by the ill-structured web site than experienced users (and designers), as shown by Hofman and van Oostendorp \((1999)\), and Potelle and Rouet \((2003)\). Consequently, novice users experienced difficulties building up a global organization of the web site (i.e. a coherent mental model) and chunking elements, unlike experienced users and professional designers.

Furthermore, and contrary to our hypothesis, professional designers did not spend significantly less time than novice users finding correct answers (in the two
experiments). However, designers visited fewer hyperlinks than the other participants. On the non-ergonomic site, designers looked for a possible navigational framework at the top of the page, whereas novice users spent little time looking for it. Therefore, professional designers automatically applied procedures acquired with experience (looking for a menu that usually supports their navigation activities in web sites), while novice users had not yet acquired this knowledge. In addition, professional designers scanned the web pages more often than novice users, while novice users read the web pages linearly more often than professional designers. Thus, designers and novice users did not use the web site in the same way, although their search times were not significantly different (in the two experiments). Indeed, novice users, because of their lack of understanding, rapidly compromised themselves by opening hyperlinks and visiting new web pages, whereas all of the professional designers opened web pages before clicking on a new hyperlink.

Results from the usability satisfaction questionnaire (experiment 1) show that the professional designers were aware of the difficulties generated by the non-ergonomic site, but that they experienced difficulties anticipating the users’ navigation activities: the designers thought that the novice users would choose the correct hyperlink by trial and error. In reality, only two out of the ten novice users adopted this strategy while navigating the non-ergonomic site. Once the accurate hyperlink was selected by novice users on the web page, designers indicated that the novice users would follow the same path as the designers. In these experiments, we noticed that this was not the case, since the novice users recorded more steps than the designers and read linearly more often than the designers. These results reflect the fact that designers actually experienced difficulties detaching themselves from their own viewpoints to consider the user’s viewpoint, in part because they have developed automatic procedures in searching for information. They thought that the novice users would adopt the same behavior or strategy as them. This corresponds to what van Duyne et al. (2002) call the ‘ego bias’, i.e. designers believe that all individuals use web sites like them.

5.2. The effect of the ergonomic quality of the web site

On the non-ergonomic site, many irrelevant elements were introduced (advertising banners, flashing items, etc.). According to Sweller (1988, 1999), irrelevant elements distract users and, for the less experienced, may overload working memories. In our two studies, the novice users experienced difficulties ignoring and inhibiting irrelevant elements presented in the non-ergonomic site, since they recalled more irrelevant elements that relevant ones, and novices recalled fewer relevant elements than experienced users and professional designers. This generated difficulties in planning their future actions, anticipating their activities and so selecting relevant elements to answer questions. Thus, novice web users experienced difficulties in developing evaluation activity, which consists in determining whether available information is relevant to the objective (goal representation maintained in working memory—see Rouet and Tricot, 1996, 1998). These results also corroborate previous findings which showed that distracting elements slowed down the information search, and that certain visual characteristics, such as colors, shapes, size, structure of web pages, guided users’ attention (Anderson et al., 1998; Wickens and Hollands, 2000; Hong et al., 2004). This can explain the increase in the search time, the number of visited hyperlinks for novice users and the few recalled elements (with a significant proportion of irrelevant ones).

Another very interesting result appeared. Contrary to our hypothesis, the ergonomic site required significantly more cognitive resources for the users than the non-ergonomic site. These results, not in accordance with Sweller’s (1988, 1999) in which a non-adapted presentation of information leads to a higher extraneous cognitive load, can be explained by different ways of managing of cognitive resources: resource commitment leads to the protection of cognitive resources, i.e. through reducing cognitive load, whereas task commitment leads to the monopolization of resources involved in the task (see Cegarra and Hoc, 2006). Indeed, users visiting the ergonomic site could dedicate more cognitive resources to their information search activities than users visiting the non-ergonomic site, since the users of the ergonomic site were not distracted by irrelevant elements which could disturb their attention. They could focus their attention on the task to be performed. We can also explain these results by the fact that users navigating the non-ergonomic site did not try to assimilate all of the elements presented on the web pages (they recalled fewer elements on the non-ergonomic site than on the ergonomic site), contrary to learning systems used by Sweller, so their working memory were not overloaded. Therefore, the cognitive theory of Sweller should be adapted to information search by decreasing the importance allocated to the process and the understanding of all of elements present in the site, at least when experience in navigation increases.

Professional designers navigating the non-ergonomic site did not use significantly more cognitive resources than designers navigating the ergonomic site. Using the non-ergonomic site, professional designers looked for the navigational framework (missing on the web pages), while very few novice users looked for it. Professional designers scanned pages more often than novices, whereas novices linearly read the web pages more often than designers, and professional designers recalled more page titles than novice users. Consequently, designers’ schemata got activated almost automatically while navigating the web sites, and added extraneous load did not disturb their activities. Their level of experience allowed them to overcome ergonomic problems, to deal with them without requiring many cognitive resources, and thus the construction of a coherent mental model of the visited web site.
6. Implications for helping web designers

These two studies sought to determine the different strategies involved in information searching, depending on the ergonomic quality of the web sites (a site with ergonomic problems vs. a site incorporating ergonomic criteria and recommendations) and the level of experience of the participants (professional designers, novice users and experienced users). These two studies were the first to attempt at a better understanding of what distinguishes professional designers from novice and experienced web users while searching for information on web sites. Further studies are required to better understand the strategies of information searching developed by designers and users, especially when they have to find information not only on a precise site (as in this article), but on the whole of the Internet (by using search engines, for instance).

Our first two studies show that professional designers have automated procedures in navigation, which allow them to overcome difficulties generated by usability problems present on certain web sites. These procedures are effective for search activities, but they prevent designers from efficiently anticipating and considering users’ needs when they design web sites.

Based on these results and previous ones (see Chevalier and Ivory, 2003; Chevalier, 2004), two aspects of professional designers’ activities should be supported to help them develop a user-centered activity:

- **Evaluation process**: it seems important to encourage professional designers to consider users’ needs while evaluating web sites, before creating their own site(s). For instance, ergonomic guides could be developed to aid designers (during the evaluation process) to develop an activity similar to the cognitive walkthrough method, in order to help designers identify the usability problems in the evaluated web sites which could slow down and disturb users’ activities. This would help them to identify the ergonomic problems present in existing web sites in order to avoid them in their own productions.

- **Design process**: it is also very important to train professional designers to efficiently take into account the novice users’ needs while creating web sites. Towards this end, we conducted research about the usefulness of MetroWeb, a computer support tool developed to help designers create web sites easier to use. MetroWeb structures usability knowledge according to a conceptual framework which is composed of the usability knowledge itself and everything that is considered useful for developing a user-centered design based on usability guidelines (Mariage and Vanderdonckt, 2004). Our first results showed that professional designers who used MetroWeb took more users’ needs into account than designers without MetroWeb, and their web sites were easier to use (Mariage et al., 2005). In addition to the use of MetroWeb, designers could use an ergonomic guide (as suggested in the previous paragraph to support the evaluation process) to evaluate the ergonomic quality of their work during different design stages. If designers identify ergonomic problems in their web sites, MetroWeb could help them to concretely apply ergonomic recommendations and to rectify the ergonomic problems that might still be present in their productions.
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Appendix A. Tholos experimental software for calculating cognitive resources

First, we indicate the participant’s name and the scenario (see Part 1). Then, the participant listens to an auditory signal by clicking on a button “Test the beep” (see Part 3); if necessary, the sound can be adjusted.

In part 2, a space is allocated for parameters capture during the training task. During this phase, the mean baseline reaction time is determined. The researcher notes, in corresponding cells, the number of signals to be presented during the training task (here: 30 beeps), the interval schedule of signals—randomly determined by Tholos—and the number of signals not to be considered while calculating the mean baseline reaction time (here: the first five signals). The researcher presses the “Run the training task” button to launch the training.

The part 3 is allocated to capturing the parameters which are specific to the main task (in our study, information search). Then, the researcher presses the “Run the dual task” button to launch the dual task.
Once the task is over, all of the data about participants are recorded in a Microsoft Excel® document.

Tholos has been developed for an MS Windows® environment (see Chevalier et al., 2004; Cegarra and Chevalier, 2006). Tholos allows the use of three techniques to measure cognitive resources (pupil dilation, questionnaire and dual task). For our experiments, we only used the dual task technique. For the dual task, Tholos presents functionalities close to Scripkell, software for Macintosh (for more details on Scripkell, see Piolat et al., 1999). The dual task technique has been used to determine the cognitive load of writers, but also of graphic designers (Bonnardel and Piolat, 2003), web designers (Chevalier and Bonnardel, 2000), and individuals searching for information in an e-encyclopedia (Piolat et al., 2002).

Appendix B. Distribution and description of the ergonomic errors introduced in the non-ergonomic web site (see illustrations with Figs. 1–3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ergonomic criteria</th>
<th>Description of the introduced usability problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guidance. Prompting.</td>
<td>1. The menu is not on each page. For instance, the participant must return to the homepage to find the menu (i.e. the navigational framework).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance. Grouping and distinguishing items by location.</td>
<td>2. No distinguishing items by location on the web page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance. Grouping and distinguishing items by format.</td>
<td>3. In the menu, no markers appear regarding the item corresponding to the page read by participant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. The hyperlink in the page that the participant is reading is still active in the menu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Some texts are underlined but they are not hyperlinks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. The font is not usual (e.g., Comic or Mistral).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. The contrast text/background is not strong enough. (e.g., yellow and green).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. The texts are too long (over 50 lines).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload. Brevity. Minimal Actions.</td>
<td>9. Some pages are very long (with texts and pictures).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. From each page, we cannot systematically return to the homepage (via a hyperlink).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload. Information Density.</td>
<td>11. Irrelevant elements may distract the participant (e.g., advertising banners).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency.</td>
<td>12. The pages do not have the same structure (e.g., the backgrounds have different colors).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance of Codes.</td>
<td>13. The hyperlink title of the homepage is not always the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. The hyperlinks do not systematically and clearly reflect the semantic content of their destination pages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix C. Experiment 1 session

Once participant filled in the questionnaire to evaluate her/his level of experience regarding Internet use, s/he started the information search with the same instructions:

The site which you are going to navigate contains an e-shop, named Espace Culture, which sells music products, CDs, tickets for shows. This shop is located in Aix-en-Provence (France). If you do not know this town, it does not matter.

Espace Culture invites clients to become members, which allows them to get discounts on the products they purchase.

You have to answer three questions, and the answers are contained on the site. Your task is to try to find the answers as fast as possible. While you are searching for information, you will hear auditory signals like this one (the experimenter makes the participants listen to an auditory signal). You will have to respond to the signal by pressing a pedal located on the ground in front of you, with the same foot during the experiment and as quickly as possible. This task is not as the important as the information search, so I will ask you to really concentrate your attention on the questions and not on the auditory signals.

You will also try to always place your foot at about the same distance from the pedal.
Now, to get used to responding to these auditory signals, we are going to proceed to a training phase in which you will hear 30 signals to which you will have to respond. You have to focus your attention on these auditory signals. Before starting, you have to choose the foot you are going to use, in order to position it properly.

After these instructions, the participant went through a training phase, which also served to measure her/his baseline reaction times to auditory signals.

After the training phase, the experimenter provided these instructions:

Now, we are going to start the main task. You will have to answer three questions by finding the information within the site. To get started, let’s begin with the homepage of the site.

When you find an answer, and before writing it on your answer sheet, you must press this red button.

The participants answered these three questions, one after the other (the presentation order was counterbalanced):

Question A: What is the main difference between an analogical recording and a numeric recording?

Question B: You wish to go to the Espace Culture shop. You are a student at the University of Aix-en-Provence and you have no car. Which buses do you have to take?

Question C: Next week is your grandmother’s birthday. She particularly likes classical music. You decide to buy her a Hector Berlioz CD (featuring Charles Munch and Suzanne Danco Boston). How much do the shop members and non-members have to pay for it on the Espace Culture site?

Once the participant has answered the three questions, s/he is asked to freely navigate the site:

Now, you are going to freely navigate the site. As soon as you think you have visualized all of the web pages, close the site by pressing on the red cross above on the right.

Once the free navigation task is over, the participant had to answer a satisfaction questionnaire (the usability satisfaction questionnaire, see Appendix D).

**Appendix D. Usability satisfaction questionnaire**

Participant has to indicate for these 17 affirmations her/his degree of agreement on a 5-point scale, ranging from (1) “I completely disagree” to (5) “I completely agree”, as follows:

1 2 3 4 5
I completely disagree ...................... I completely agree

(1) I can control how fast I move through this web site at all times.
(2) In this web site, I can rapidly find what I am looking for.
(3) This web site’s organization seems logical.
(4) It might be useful to give more details on the homepage.
(5) Web pages are fun and interesting to explore.
(6) Navigating this web site is easy.
(7) I find the amount of information I need on this web site.
(8) The directions for using this web site are simple and clear.
(9) I like to use this web site.
(10) This web site provides opportunities for me to communicate with its authors.
(11) I feel efficient when I use this web site.
(12) At all times, I can control the information I wish to see on this web site.
(13) The initial use of this web site is easy.
(14) Some elements contained in this web site are annoying.
(15) While navigating this web site, I can easily figure out where I am.
(16) All buttons and other navigation mechanisms on this web site function as they should.
(17) On this web site, I can easily understand everything.

**Appendix E. Experiment 2 session**

From the experiment presentation to the end of the main task (i.e. after answering the three questions), instructions were the same as in experiment 1, except that the participant had to answer the questionnaire to evaluate her/his expertise and in order to distract them.

Once the main task was over, the participant had to recall on paper the elements seen in previous visited web pages:

Now, you have to try to recall as many elements as possible that you have seen on the site. These elements may be titles, pictures, links, etc. You can note them on this paper.

Then, for professional designers only, we added:

To finish, you have to imagine the path that a novice user would follow to answer the three questions to which you have just answered.
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